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Beautiful Duchess and her three kittens are lost! To find their way back to their beloved Madame Bonfamille, they ask for help from Abraham de Lacy Giuseppe Casey Thomas O'Malley, a resourceful alley cat. But Madames conniving butler, Edgar, tries to prevent them from coming home again. Will they ever make it back?
Blast off on an exploration of our solar system--a fun space book for kids 3 to 5 Get even the smallest astronomer excited for the big universe of space, from the bright and burning sun to our own blue Earth to ice-capped Pluto and every planet in between. With this book, kids will explore the entire solar system through incredible photos and fascinating facts on what makes each planet so special--like their size, distance from the sun, what the surface is like, how many moons they have, and more! This planets for kids book includes: Big, beautiful images―Vibrant photos will take kids deep into space and onto each
planet―no telescope required. Astronomy for kids―Learn all about the eight planets in our solar system, plus dwarf planets Ceres, Pluto, Eris, Haumea, and Makemake. Fun space facts―Did you know the bubbles in soda are the same gas that's on Venus? Out of this world facts will keep kids glued to the page and excited to explore the sky. Show kids the amazing universe that surrounds them with this fun and engaging astronomy book.
When Sassafras Bates finds his dog dead, he suspects that one of his three spinster aunts is the murderer.
11 Spanish-English Fairy Tales with AudioAre you a parent who is trying to raise a bilingual child, or a language learner who is trying to boost your Spanish or English language proficiency? Fairy stories written in dual language will be an enjoyable resource to help you gain new vocabulary and familiarize yourself with sentence structures. Fairy Tales for Readers of All Ages The stories are a mix of popular and unknown tales, and include el patito feo (the ugly duckling), la cenicienta (cinderella), pulgarcito (tom thumb).Written in Dual Language for Spanish and English LearnersWhether you are an English speaker
who wishes to learn Spanish, or a Spanish speaker who wants to improve your English, the stories are written in both Spanish and English to help you learn the second language of your choice.Learn New Vocabulary and Grammar Structures NaturallyThe fairy tales are written with a mix of dialogue and description - a great way to boost your reading comprehension. By reading the stories, you will be exposed to a diverse range of vocabulary and grammar structures, which will facilitate natural learning.Spanish and English Audio IncludedWhen you purchase this e-book, you will also get a free audio
accompaniment, available in both Spanish and English. The stories are narrated by native Spanish and English speakers and are designed to help you practice your listening skills as well as learn correct pronunciation.Why Should You Buy This?If you are any of the following, this book of fairy tales is perfect for you: A parent who is raising bilingual children and looking for appropriate Spanish-English reading materials. A parent or guardian of young children who is looking for a way to bond with the kids through reading or listening to fairy tales together. An adult of any age who loves to read as a way to learn a
second language. Anyone who is learning Spanish or English. Technical Details: 11 fairy tales 270 mins of audio 103 pages Grab your copy today!
Swim, Little Fish
Primrose and Wilfred Sail to Sandy Bay
Nicky
Moon of Two Dark Horses
Kid's Box Level 4 Pupil's Book British English
All about the Solar System for Kids
Learn English with this fun course for complete beginners. Simple exercises and lively audio will have you speaking and reading more than 500 words in no time! PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pen or pencil to complete the exercises. The perfect introduction to English vocabulary and grammar, English for Everyone Junior: Beginner's Course provides children aged 6-9 with the support they need as they take the first steps towards learning English as a foreign language. Equally effective for home study or the classroom, this carefully leveled English-language
course assumes no previous knowledge of English. It takes children through the basics of the language, helping them use and understand elementary English clearly and confidently. Vocabulary is taught through attractive illustrations and reinforced with audio resources. Each language/grammar point is explained in a dedicated panel, accompanied by clear examples of how it's used, and reinforced by exercises. At the back, there is a handwriting guide, grammar overview, and a glossary of language terms used throughout the book. Building on the worldwide success of the English for Everyone series, the Junior
Beginner's Course contains everything a child needs to acquire a firm grasp of English in a fun and interactive way.
Sally Warner's comic debut novel about the trials and tribulations of middle-school life comes to Knopf Paperbacks. From the Trade Paperback edition.
A small boy buys a wooden boat and his grandpa helps him fix it up. Then they prepare for adventure.
Dig into the amazing past of ancient Egypt in this new Level 3 Reader from National Geographic Kids.
ESL Worksheets and Activities for Kids
A Story
The Shadow Children
A First Look at the Life Cycle of a Butterfly
The Moon in the Pond and Other Tales
Big Preschool Workbook

Kid's Box is a six-level course for young learners. Bursting with bright ideas to inspire both teachers and students, Kid's Box gives children a confident start to learning English. It also fully covers the syllabus for the Cambridge Young Learners English (YLE) tests. This pack of approx. 100 flashcards presents the target vocabulary for each unit of the Level 1 Pupil's Book.
A girl is worried about starting school for the first time, but when she goes she makes a remarkable new friend named Nicky.
Impara le azioni della daily routine con questo simpatico e accattivante libro illustrato di Storytelling in inglese per bambini. Mr. Cat è un gatto irriverente e pasticcione che si caccia in mille guai. Si alza molto tardi la mattina, si fa la doccia di tutta fretta allagando il bagno, sparge latte e briciole ovunque a colazione e combina marachelle di ogni genere! Alla fine si addormenta subito: le sue giornate sono molto "busy"! Adatto ai bambini dai 3 agli 11 anni, "Mr Cat's Crazy Day" può essere utilizzato dagli insegnanti o dai genitori per insegnare il lessico e le strutture
linguistiche relativi alle azioni della giornata. La componente divertente delle immagini e del testo lo renderanno molto apprezzato dai piccoli lettori! Le principali caratteristiche di questo libro sono: 33 pagine ricche di immagini allegre e tutte a colori; Scritto completamente in inglese di facile comprensione, anche per i più piccoli; Immagini grandi e correlate al testo, con parole chiave in GRASSETTO per fissare visivamente meglio i contenuti importanti; Un formato pratico e leggero, da portare sempre con te! E non solo... MATERIALE BONUS: acquistando questo libro
e inquadrando il QR Code presente al suo interno, sarà possibile ottenere GRATUITAMENTE le FLASHCARDS di MR. CAT per coinvolgere ancora di più i bambini nel processo di apprendimento della lingua inglese. Non aspettare, torna su e acquistalo ORA! Have fun!
The fun-filled gift book that kids and the whole family will enjoy. Quiz your family and friends with this ultimate Big Quiz Book from National Geographic Kids, bursting with questions that will keep everyone guessing and give you hours of fun.
The Case of the Missing Caterpillar
English for Everyone Junior Beginner's Course
Improve Your Spanish Or English Reading and Listening Comprehension Skills
Kid's Box Starter Class Book with CD-ROM American English
Flashcards
Animals My First Words Gli Animali Le Mie Prime Parole Italian - English Italiano - Inglese
Mandy and James rescue an orphaned baby deer from the forest - but now they have to keep her alive. Baby Sprite is refusing to feed from a bottle - and without milk she will die. Mandy's quick thinking and Lydia's goats help the fawn get back on her feet.
A little fish has a big day In this sweet and simple story, a little fish rises from the sea to see the sun. After a long day of play, the little fish is ready for bed. This book is part of the Kika's First Books series, created by Altan for his young child. Kika's First Books are celebrating their 40th anniversary with new publications in English after being loved in Italy for generations. These sweet little books make excellent read alouds for the youngest
listeners. Kika's First Books explore common childhood themes and experiences and are lots of fun for little ones. Xist Publishing is proud to present the Kika's First Books to a new generation of children. By bringing beloved stories from diverse cultures to new audiences, Xist Publishing celebrates childhood in all its beautiful forms. We hope your children will enjoy these stories and discover a lifetime love of reading and love for all the people
and creatures of the world.
This is a collection of myths and legends from around the world. From the beauty of 'Persephone' and the simple splendour of 'Iyadola's Babies' to the majesty of 'Balder', these stories touch on themes such as love and death, fools and heroes.
Mr. Cat's Crazy DayImparare L'inglese Con Lo Storytelling Per Bambini Della Scuola PrimariaIndependently Published
A Novel
Bilingual Children's Picture Book English Italian with Pics to Color
Imparare L'inglese Con Lo Storytelling Per Bambini Della Scuola Primaria
Dog Years
A Flower with Love

A variety of insects wonder what happens to the caterpillar when it disappears.
While spending the summer on his grandfather's farm in the French countryside, eleven-year-old Etienne discovers a secret dating back to World War II and encounters the ghosts of Jewish children who suffered a dreadful fate under the Nazis.
It's just an ordinary day at Mother Goose's Academy. There's Miss Good Fairy teaching the Three Little Pigs, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Hansel and Gretel and Little Red Riding Hood to read and write - while Miss Bad Fairy is inciting the Ugly Sisters, the Big Bad Wolf, Troll, Wicked Stepmother, Wicked Witch and Jealous Queen to gobble them all up. The result? Chaos! Witty, fast-paced and anarchic, this is a complete story with ten short chapters ('C.A.T. Spells Dog',
'What Troll Learned', 'Snakes and Snails for Lunch') that take us through the school day. Originally published as Big Class, Little Class, this freshly illustrated reissue brings Francesca Simon and Tony Ross together again in a wonderful romp that Horrid Henry fans will revel in.
Poppy, Dusty, Primrose & Wilfred leave Brambly Hedge behind & set sail in Dusty's boat the Periwinkle. Their journey will take them all the way down the river to Sandy Bay. But it isn't all plain sailing & they have a mission to fulfil before returning.
Don't Cook Cinderella
Amos Shrike, the School Ghost
National Geographic Little Kids First Big Book of Where
50+ Topics for English Conversation Class
The Joke Factory
Kid's Box
This teaching resource book is suitable for children in elementary school aged 6 to 10 who are learning English at a beginner to intermediate level, but it's also great for native English speaking children who are in kindergarten.
Coshmoo and Daniel have been friends since the Delaware Indians and white settlers agreed to live peacefully along the Susquehanna River. But now the river is red with blood and the Revolutionary War is changing everything.
2 in 1: Bilingual Picture Book with Coloring Pics at The End Of The Book "A good starting point for parents to discuss the fears their child has." Reader's Favorite This bilingual children's story is about little Susie. She is frightened. But she does not want to tell anybody. When her mother wants to bake a cake for her family, she sends Susie to the village to buy some ingredients. The girl has to pass dark
forests, scary fields, and wide grasslands with angry wolves and fire-spying dragons. But is that all real? Will she be able to handle her fears? The vivid color illustrations and the fun and scary story make for an entertaining and educational experience. The text is simple and easy to understand to grab a kid's attention. Here's what you'll find inside this book: Each short line is both in English and Italian 40+
pages of kid-friendly fun designed to inspire and teach kids ages 3-8 A fun and interesting story about overcoming fears, perfect for reading out loud EXTRA pages to color at the end of the book AND SO MUCH MORE! If you're looking for a book that combines reading, listening, coloring and learning, this is the book for you! For all children learning English or Italian as a second language.
Reconstructs the seasonal activities and daily life of an Ice Age tribe in Europe over 15,000 years ago.
Mr. Cat's Crazy Day
My First Book of Planets
Kid's Box Level 3 Pupil's Book British English
Big Quiz Book: 1001 brain busting trivia questions (National Geographic Kids)
Bilingual Baby Book - Libro Per Bambini Bilingue
ESL Conversation Questions for Kids
An update of the well-loved course for young learners - now fully in line with the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners tests. The fun course for seriously good results! This seven-level course delights children and inspires teachers with bright ideas for the English classroom. Perfect for general use Kid's Box Second edition is now updated with new vocabulary and activities so that it fully covers the syllabus of the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners tests. The
Class Book presents and practices new language through amusing stories and fantastic songs and activities to give children an enjoyable and confident start to learning English. The CD-ROM includes interactive games and fun activities for extra language practice.
An update of the well-loved course for young learners - now fully in line with the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners tests. The fun course for seriously good results! This seven-level course delights children and inspires teachers with its bright ideas for the classroom. Perfect for general use Kid's Box Second edition is now updated with new vocabulary and activities so that it fully covers the syllabus of the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners tests. The Pupil's
Book 3 presents and practises new language through amusing stories and fantastic songs and activities to give children an enjoyable and confident start to learning English.
When Smoochlovey's mother, Lady StingSting, starts to buzz like a fly, Lord Bopkillpowpow promises the hand of Smoochlovey to anyone who can cure his mother.
Have better English conversation and speaking classes with children today! In ESL Conversation Questions for Kids, you'll find more than 50 conversation topics suitable for English learners, each with a set of 15 engaging, interactive questions that'll get your students talking. They are designed for kids who know a little bit of vocabulary already. This book is perfect for those situations when you want to get an interesting discussion going but are out of inspiration. Keep a copy
on your phone to pull out in case you need some fresh, new ideas. They're ideal for a warm-up or for a longer, free-talking time at the end of a themed lesson. Author Jackie Bolen is sharing her great ideas for English conversation questions with English teachers throughout the world. She's a CELTA/DELTA certified teacher with more than 15 years of experience in the classroom. These are the question lists that she uses with her own students. Pick up a copy of the book if you
want to... Have more interesting English conversation classes with kids Engage students with great questions See happy, smiling faces in your classes Save time when planning lessons Have a resource to use in case of emergency It's the perfect solution to a last-minute class that you haven't had time to prep for! Or for classes where students want to do lots of free-talking, including private lessons. Avoid the chit-chat about the usual things and instead opt for something more
interesting. These TEFL conversation questions for children will get students talking, guaranteed! Buy the book today to have better English classes tomorrow.
Sea Story
Tarzan
The Murder of Hound Dog Bates
The Kingfisher Treasury of Myths and Legends
Inglese Nella Scuola Secondaria. Manuale Per Prove Scritte E Orali Del Concorso a Cattedra Classi A25 E A24
National Geographic Kids Readers: Ancient Egypt (Readers)
This Big Preschool Workbook combines popular 32-page School Zone workbooks into one convenient 320-page volume. Child-friendly exercises and full-color illustrations make learning fun. Use Big Workbooks to reinforce or review grade-level skills or prepare for the upcoming school year. Contents include: Same or Different, Mazes, Does It Belong, Uppercase Alphabet, Lowercase Alphabet, Thinking Skills, Preschool Basics, and Preschool Scholar. (Ages: 3-5 | 320 Pages)
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need a pen and paper to complete the exercises. The perfect introduction to English vocabulary for children aged 6-9 as they take the first steps toward learning English as a foreign language. This beautifully illustrated vocabulary ebook for younger children introduces your child to the essentials of English vocabulary. Each day from Monday to Thursday, English for Everyone Junior: 5 Words a Day presents your child with five new words to learn and practice, using the English for Everyone visual
methodology. Over the course of a year, your child will build up a vocabulary of 1,000 of the most commonly used English words. All the vocabulary is sorted into themes that reflect children's everyday lives (such as toys, clothes, and food), and each set of words is accompanied by a beautiful illustration that helps your child commit those words to memory. The daily "test yourself" exercises utilize cleverly designed flaps which hide the words your child has just learned. English for Everyone Junior: 5 Words a Day provides the necessary foundation for children who are
about to start studying English at school, as well as solid support for those who are already learning the language. English for Everyone Junior: 5 Words a Day covers all the vocabulary used in the Cambridge Young Learners Exams and more, and corresponds to bands pre-A1 through to A2 on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).
A simple, visual guide to helping children understand English from Carol Vorderman Reduce the stress of studying English and help your child with their homework by following Help Your Kids with English, a unique visual guide that demystifies the subject for everyone. Carol Vorderman uses clear, accessible pictures, diagrams and easy-to-follow step-by-steps to cover all the important areas including punctuation, grammar, spelling and communication skills, so you can approach even the most complex English concepts with confidence. Includes cross-references
throughout to show links between language ideas and a glossary of key terms. Help Your Kids with English is the perfect guide for every frustrated parent and struggling child who wants to understand English and put what they've learnt into practise.
This Read with Oxford Stage 3 story collection contains four traditional tales: Stone Soup; Hans in Luck; The Moon in the Pond; and Lazy Jack. This beautifully-illustrated book with clear phonics progression is ideal for children who are growing in reading confidence.These well-loved traditional tales from around the world have been rewritten so that children can read them for themselves. They are expertly levelled and in line with children's phonics learning at school. In additional to the stories, the collection offers tips for reading the stories together,extended story
texts that parents can read aloud to their child and story maps that children can use to help retell the story in their own words.Featuring much-loved characters, great authors, engaging storylines and fun activities, Read with Oxford offers an exciting range of carefully levelled reading books to build your child's reading confidence.Find practical advice, free eBooks and fun activities to help your child progress on a href="https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/"oxfordowl.co.uk/a. Let's get them flying!
Fawn in the Forest
11 Bilingual Fairy Tales in Spanish and English
English for Everyone Junior 5 Words a Day
The Lady and the Fly
Little Captain
Look, Listen and Learn

Preschoolers are full of "Where?" questions, and this next book in the best-selling Little Kids First Big Book series is full of fascinating and often surprising answers for them. This charming reference book zeroes in on location, location, location. More than 200 colorful photos are paired with age-appropriate text featuring answers to questions like, "Where does the sky end?" "Where is the highest mountain?" and, "Where was ice cream invented?" Containing several kid-friendly maps designed to expand the learning experience, this book inspires kids to be curious, ask questions, and explore the world
around them.
Genies, wishes, vicious neighbours and a bizarre place called the Joke Factory. Twisting plot. 8 yrs+
Edizioni Corraini's Bruno Munari Workshopseries focuses on a variety of creative tasks and skills that inspire the active involvement of adults and children alike--flower arranging, in this case. In A Flower with Love, the beloved Italian artist and designer lets us in on the secret: "...what really matters is the love with which a little daisy, a lavender sprig or some moss are chosen, that one there in particular and not that other one." With full-color images of Munari's whimsical and inventive creations in each spread, we learn that flower arranging is not an obscure art but a natural gesture requiring more
care and imagination than money. Munari's examples are not to be copied slavishly; they represent examples to aid the reader in uncovering their own natural aesthetic sensibilities.
Explore the pages of this Italian-English Animal Picture Dictionary to learn new words. With an interactive text and colorful illustrations, your little one will discover 24 amazing animals, learn new vocabulary and will have great fun. Esplora le pagine di questo dizionario Italiano-Inglese di animali per imparare nuove parole. Con un testo interattivo e illustrazioni colorate, il tuo piccolo scoprirà 24 fantastici animali.
Help Your Kids with English, Ages 10-16 (Key Stages 3-4)
A Unique Step-by-Step Visual Guide, Revision and Reference
An Ice Age Hunter
Learn and Practise 1,000 English Words
The Aristocats
Pocahontas

An update of the well-loved course for young learners - now fully in line with the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners tests. The fun course for seriously good results! This seven-level course delights children and inspires teachers with its bright ideas for the classroom. Perfect for general use Kid's Box Second edition is now updated with new vocabulary and activities so that it
fully covers the syllabus of the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners tests. The Pupil's Book 4 presents and practises new language through amusing stories and fantastic songs and activities to give children an enjoyable and confident start to learning English. The Cambridge English: Movers-type tests evaluate progress and familiarise children with the international test format.
Don't Be Scared! - Non Abbiate Paura!
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